
5 a day

1. What does this hazard symbol mean?

2. What units do we use when measuring force?

3. What equipment do we use when measuring volume?

4. What rule should we follow when recording measurements in a results 
table? (NOT a presentation rule)

5. Write one rule for drawing a line graph (NOT a presentation rule).



5 a day

1. What does this hazard symbol mean? Health hazard

2. What units do we use when measuring force? Newtons

3. What equipment do we use when measuring volume? Measuring cylinder or beaker

4. What rule should we follow when recording measurements in a results table? (NOT a 
presentation rule) All measurements to be recorded to the same number of decimal 
places

5. Write one rule for drawing a line graph (NOT a presentation rule). Draw a single 
straight or curved line after plotting your points carefully



Lesson core questions

24.

25.

26.

27.



Definitions

Accurate – when results are close to the true value of what we are 
measuring

Precise – when repeat measurements are close together

Repeatable – when measurements are repeated and we get similar 
results

Reproducible – when other people carry out our experiment and get 
similar results to us



Challenge

Your task:

To ‘throw bean bags to hit a target’ 

1st prize - most precise

2nd prize - most accurate

Where will your ‘bean bags hit?’



Fill in your worksheet to determine which of 
the drawings are precise and accurate



Fill in your worksheet to determine which of 
the drawings are precise and accurate



Quick Test
• Estimate the length of the five lines in cm and write 

down your five answers

• Work out how close you were. Were your estimates too 
long or too short?

• Group results with the people on your table.

• Write a sentence to explain whether your estimates 
were accurate, precise, both or neither. “On my table, 
our estimates were……..because…….”
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Your experiment

1. Were you precise?

2. Was your experiment accurate? How could you make it more 
accurate?

3. Was your experiment reproducible?



Your experiment

1. Were you precise? 

My results were/were not precise because my repeats were/were not similar

2. Was your experiment accurate? How could you make it more accurate?

My experiment was/was not accurate because…..

I could make my experiment more accurate by…..

3. Was your experiment reproducible?

My experiment was/was not reproducible because my results were/were not 
similar to other people’s results



Accuracy and precision

Accurate

True 
Value

DifferentPrecise

Close 
together

How is accuracy 
different to precision?

You can start 
anywhere but 

must move 
clockwise



Accuracy and precision

Accurate results are results 

which are close to the true 

value, however this is different

to precise results as these are 

close together even if they are 

not close to the true value.



And Finally ….

If these are the answers, what are the questions?

Independent variable

Precise

Dependent variable

Accurate


